
SENATE.... No. 385.

The Committee on Insurance, to whom was committed the
Order that the Committee on Insurance be directed to inquire
if any legislation is necessary to prevent insurance companies
from forming a combination detrimental to the public interests,
in raising by said combination the rates of insurance to un-
warrantable sums, submit the accompanying

Insurance in its Incipient Stages

In order to arrive at a right understanding of the merits of
this question, it will be necessary to go back to the period im-
mediately following our civil war, and glance at the principal
causes which led to association among therepresentatives of the
insurance interest. At that time, the business of fire under-
writing, in this country, so far as the development and applica-
tion of its underlying principles were concerned, had hardly
passed beyond its incipient stages. It had certainly not been
reduced to that correct system which is essential to the attain-
ment of its best results.

Its methods were generally crude, and the result of loose
conjecture rather than of careful research and mathematical
calculation. The fire companies had no means of determining
with any precision the cost of their policies; hence they were
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written at random, and, in too many cases, at unremunerative
rates. In fact, such had been the isolation of these companies,
in their detached fields of observation and experience, that but
very little progress had been made by them towards a scientific
base of operations.

Demoralizing Influences of the War,

Superadded to the difficultiesarising from an imperfect knowl-
edge and a generally chaotic condition of the business, was a
state of demoralization resulting from the popular influences of
the war. At the close of that struggle, a wild and reckless
spirit of speculation pervaded the whole country, tainting the
business habits and morals of nearly all classes. In the univer-
sal scramble for sudden wealth, it was not at all strange that
many sharp and naturally acquisitive business men, with their
moral perceptions blunted by a sanguinary strife of arms, and
the general overriding of civil law by the sway of military
power, should become somewhat unscrupulous as to the means
employed in accumulating it. Wholesale fraud and swindling
prevailed to an alarming extent, and, in some cases, were prac-
tised with impunity. As touching commercial affairs, when
the stimulus of inflation had partially spent its force, a cut-
throat policy of competition was inaugurated in many branches
of business, including insurance.

The General Scramble for Business.
With the secession of the Southern States, most of the agency

companies found the field of their operations and profits greatly
restricted, while the military subjugation and compulsory
return of those States, were coincident with a state of sectional
feeling and business prostration which prevented any immediate
expansion of that field. Thus crowded into a narrower sphere,
and swelled by a fresh accession of numbers, with but little
capital and less experience, the business of insurance rapidly
degenerated into a mere scramble for patronage. The chief
object of many companies was to grasp a large volume of busi-
ness, and that of brokers to sell policies at any price, so as to
secure their commissions, rather than to guarantee ultimate
indemnity and security to the public.
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Results op this Reckless Competition

The results of this vicious system were speedily developed
in a dangerous habit of underbidding for risks, without a due
investigation of their character. Many of these, of course,
were of an extra hazardous nature, and taken at such inade-
quate rates as to imperil both the solvency of companies and
the safety of the general public, who were thus wrongfully
made to participate in losses which should never have been
incurred.

The exorbitant commissions paid to the go-between fraternity
led, primarily, to an indiscriminate sale of policies and over-
insurance, and, ultimately, to gross carelessness, if not actual
crime, on the part of the insured. To win popularity and
allure business, there is a general suspicion, if not good reason
to believe, that some companies went so far as to compound
felonies, by settling without question claims for loss, which
the most superficial investigation would have shown to be
fraudulent.

In a word, the whole business of insurance was, for the time
being, in imminent danger of degenerating into a systqm of
legalized gambling, in which the odds were largely against
underwriters, who were either ignorant or regardless of the
law of chances. Of course, a business thus imprudently con-
ducted, in defiance of all wholesome and conservative prin-
ciples, could not, in the long run, be otherwise than ruinous to
honest companies who expected to meet their engagements,
though it might temporarily serve to fill the pockets of those
whose only aim was to benefit themselves at the expense of the
public.

The Epidemic Period op Losse

Following close upon the heels of this cheap competition,
and the enormous parasitic growth of the brokerage system,
came unprecedented losses by fire all over the country. The
destruction of property was so great as not only to absorb all
the current receipts of insurance companies, but also to seri-
ously impair their capital. The period from 1862 to 1867 was

an epidemic one, embracing such sweeping disasters as the
Portland conflagration of July 4, 1866.
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During this period, many of the weak companies, and some
of the hitherto strong ones, were forced to succumb to the
adversities of the time ; and, with no adequate income to meet
the extraordinary demands made upon it, the whole insurance
capital of the country was threatened with speedy annihilation.
The fire insurance business proper of these years has, for the
most part, been wholly unremunerative, and the small sums
divided among stockholders have either been taken from
reserves, or the outside earnings of funded capital.

Increase op Moral and Physical Hazards.
This alarming decline in the strength and prosperity of the

insurance interest, in the face of largely extended operations,
may be traced to the vastly enhanced moral and physical
hazards of the business. Not only has the torch of the incen-
diary been busy in all our principal towns and cities, but the
various uses to which petroleum products, phosphorus, nitro-
glycerine and other dangerous chemicals have been applied of
late years, have introduced into the operations of modern com-
merce a vast amount of combustible materials.

The evil passions engendered by the war, the temptation
afforded by over-insurance, the general depression and absence
of profits in nearly all branches of business, the financial em-
barrassments of business men, and the prospect of considerable
shrinkage in the value of all kinds of property, are also among
the special causes which have made the last decade a peculiarly
disastrous epoch to fire underwriters. The same results have
occurred, in a nearly equal measure, on the other side of the
Atlantic.

Proportion op Losses to Premiums.
A reference to the official insurance statistics of this country,

during the last ten years, shows that the losses, especially since
1868, have increased in an alarming ratio,* and for the whole
period have amounted to an average of 60 per cent, of the
gross amount of premiums received. The following table,
embracing the business of all the leading American fire com-

* The paid losses have increased from an average of §22,000,000 per annum before the
war, to §29,000,000 in 1864, to §43,000,000 in 1865, and nearly §60,000,000 in 1866.
The ratio of increase in losses to the increase in premium receipts, is as about five to three.
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panics, and prepared by one of the highest insurance authorities
in the county, exhibit this result:—

Table I.

Fire Premiui
received.

Fire Losses paid. | Percentage.YEAR

1859, $14,413,458 56 1 $8,031,247 41 j $55.72

1860 11,866,548 45 j 6,993,630 90 58.93

1861, 10,527,327 76 6,249,689 79 59.36

1862, 11,308,418 99 7,056,731 57 j 62.40

1863, 14,019,658 13 5,656,975 64 40.35

1864, 20,141,152 68 j 11,356,624 97 56.38

1865,
. .

' . . . 25,419,589 55 | 17,264,618 33 67.91

1866, 32,281,404 76 ' 23,013,745 87 74.07

1867, 36,162,138 45 j 20,818,269 87 57.56

1868, 37,218,163 00 19,114,942 00 51.35

3.26$213,357,860 33 | $126,456,476 35 j $59.SAggregate,

The tables of Commissioner Sanford, in his report for 1867,
ihow that the Massachusetts fire companies, from 1858 to 1866

inclusive, paid out for losses 6t.l per cent, of their premium
receipts, and other companies doing fire business in this State,
59.4 per cent, for the same period, or an average loss for all of
them of 60.18 per cent. Superintendent Barnes, in his* last
report, shows that the average loss of New York fire compa-
nies, since their organization, has been 59.734 per cent, of theii

premium receipts. The losses of European fire companies,
during the last decade, exhibit a range of 55 to 60 per cent, on

premiums, the lowest average being in France and the highest

in England.

Proportion op Current Expenses to Receipt

The average yearly expenses of American fire insurance

companies, during the last ten years, have amounted to about
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80 per cent, of their gross premiums, as will be seen from the
following table

11.Table

Exp<

Net Cash Premiums Dividends, Losses and
YEAR. received, including Amount paid In In- Percent;

Inland. tereston Seri
and Redemptii

1859 $14,535,112 94 • $4,004,557 39 $27.55

1860, ‘ 13,750,762 49 I 3,741,323 86 27.20

1861, 12,400,645 09 3,484,593 73 28.10

1862, 13,404,597 62 I 3,569,905 98 26.63

1863, 16,414,223.94 | 4,500,850 50 27.42

521 89 | 6,861,790 25 28.7723,843,1864,

29,519,092 28 ! 9,403,134 28 31.851865.

492 27 | 11,791,369 66 30.3838,8671866,

1867, 42,238,059 38 ! 13,124,292 14 31.07

1868 43,026,185 00 I 13,532,976 69 31.46

$247,997,692 90 I $74,014,794 48 $29.84Aggregate,

The expenses of English and French companies, during the
same period, have averaged about 31 per cent, of premiums,
and of the German and other continental companies not less
than 80 per cent. So far as our home companies are concerned,
this j-atio of expense, in conducting the business, is unquestion-
ably too large and ought to be reduced. The enhancement is
largely due to exorbitant commissions paid to agents and
brokers, from which neither underwriters nor the public derive
any corresponding advantage. It is one of the chief objects of
association among the former, to relieve the insurance interest
of this incubus as far as possible, and thus to reduce the cost of
their policie

Average Net Profits of Business
By combining the ratio of losses to premiums (60 per cent.)

with that of expenses, (30 per cent.) as derived from the fore-
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going statistics, we have only a margin of 10 per cent, left for
business profits, and to meet incidental losses from bad invest-
ments, impairments of capital, etc. In fact, by deducting from
the dividends made by stock fire insurance companies, the
amount drawn from their surplus funds, (the accumulations of
more prosperoirs times, which cannot be encroached upon with-
out diminishing the public security,) and the income, of about
9 per cent., from their invested capital, we find their average
net earnings, derived from the business of insurance alone, for
the period under review, to be only 1.23 per cent, on their
nominal capital! This is certainly a very inadequate and unre-
munerative result, considering the hazardous nature of fire
underwriting, and the large profits earned by capital employed
in some other branches of business which involve no such risk.
The following table exhibits the combined earnings of insurance
companies for ten years in succession, derived from both capital
and business:—

Table 111.

Dividends. PerceCapital.YE A K

1859, 832,358,315 00 $4,595,350 74 $14.19

1860 29,998,760 00 3,836,141 97 12.781.99:

18Q1 29,384,260 00 3,250,749 76 10.0629,384,26'

1862, 29,834,260 00 3,324,568 01 11.11

567,331 51 10.733,246,760 00 3,567,331 511863.

1804 41,629,945 00 4,141,374 42 9.94

l 5 44,282,750 00 4,616,607 11 10,42
18Go . UU i,UiU,UU< XX X\J.1-

1866 44,410,350 00 3,369,250 70 7.81

1867; 45,011,232 00 3,774,326 96 8.27

49,112,952 00 5,027,914 00 10.2;
1868.

379,809,584 00 $39,503,643 18 $10.39
Aororegate"no o

■/

These figures give an approximately accurate, but not the

exact result. Deducting from the amount of these dividends
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the actual loss of capital during these ten years, ($6,768,628,)
and adding the difference in the net value of assets, we shall
have the reduced sum of $38,895,091 as the net divisible profits
of the business, and lienee an average annual gain of only 10.23
per cent. Again, deducting from this percentage the 9 per
cent, earnings of vested capital, and we have just 1.23 per
cent, as the real profits of insurance as a business.

Unprofitable Results in New York,

The business of fire insurance in the State of New York, as
analyzed and presented in official returns, exhibits results still
more unfavorable and discouraging. During the last three
years, the one hundred and sixty-four fire and fire-marine in-
surance companies, which do business in that State, received
$110,720,700.28 in premium receipts on fire and marine risks.
Their ordinary disbursements during this time were as follows:
For payment of losses, $76,790,452.42 ; for agents' commis-
sions, $13,091,936.49 ; for taxes, national, state and local,
$5,986,870.97 ; for salaries and other management expenses,
$15,650,210.33; total, $111,519,470.20, or $799,769.93 excess
of disbursements over current receipts, in a three years' business.

It is true that these companies, during that period, paid out
$11,760,184 in the shape of dividends, or an annual average
sum of $3,829,061. Their total assets, for the three years, ex-
hibit an average of $73,902,576. Hence their net earnings,
from all sources, were only 5.33 per cent., or but little more
than one-half the general average as exhibited in Table 111.
But even these small dividends were not derived from the pro-
fits of current business, —which, as we have seen, was really a
losing one,—but were borrowed from the interest accruing on
their surplus funds. But a more comprehensive view of the
details and results of the business of these New York com-
panies may be obtained from the following elaborate analysis,
from the “ Chicago Spectator,” of their receipts and disburse-
ments during the last three years:—
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The following calculation of percentages will be interesting
in connection with the above tables :

Percentage of total losses to total premium receipts, . . . 69.93
Percentage of total commissions to total premium receipts, . . 11.81
Percentage of total management expenses, exclusive of commissior

and taxes, to total premium receipts, ..... 14.14
Percentage of total taxes to total premium receipts, . . . 5.14

101.29
100.00

Total

Percentage of excess of current expenses to current receipts, 1.29

The facts disclosed in the above tabular statement are both
significant and suggestive. They show that 164 leading Amer-
ican insurance companies, doing a fire and fire-marine busi-
ness, paid out, during the years 1865, 1866 and 1867,
$12,500,000 more than their current premium receipts ; that
of $125,000,000 of total income for three years, less than
$2,000,000 were reserved for additions to surplus, and that the
proportion of premium receipts saved for dividends is less than
the amount thereof paid for taxes.

Record op Mortality and Great Disasters,

The mortality of fire insurance companies is another signifi-
cant fact. Of 350 companies chartered in Massachusetts dur-
ing the last sixty-eight years, only eighty are now in existence
and doing business. But this mortuary record is not to be
wondered at, when we consider the terrible havoc which, from
time to time, has been made among them by such devastating
fires as occurred in New York city in 1835 and 1845, and in
Portland in 1866. The first of these great calamities absorbed
the entire capital of nineteen fire insurance companies, amount-
ing in the aggregate to $7,150,000, and impaired the capital of
nine others to the extent of $950,000—thus involving a total
loss of insurance capital, by one fire, of $8,100,000. The second
of this series swept away additional capital to the amount of
$4,023,500 j and the third, $3,504,700. The total loss of cap-
ital, invested in the business of fire insurance, by these three
disasters, was $15,628,200. The total impairment of capital

•om 1860 to 1868 inclusive, as we have already seen, wa
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$8,788,623. These results show that the present earnings of
r cent.) are really dispropor-
•y it, and that the public safety
liberal surplus funds during

a from loss.

fire insurance (less than two pc
tionate to the hazards incurred I
demands the accumulation of
periods of comparative exemptio:

The Crisis and P n 1
la 1866, the Portland coufl

existence, in a single day, $3,50
lagration, which wiped out of
34,700 of insurance capital, and
wind up, brought matters to acompelled many compan

crisis. It was the last of that f untoward events which
brought underwriters face to face with the fact, that for them
to go on longer in the path which they had been pursuing, wasin the path which they had been pursuing, was
to bring certain destruction upc
the safety of their policy-holder;
cerned, they saw plainly that tin
between combination and bankru

n themselves, and to imperil
. So far as they were con-
ir choice of alternatives was
itcy. Their business had been
idle men, victimized by fraudpreyed upon by the avarice of n

and incendiarism, and seized upon as a favorite subject of spi
ial taxation botli by the National and State governments.
And yet insurance policies were about the only com-

modity still offered to the public at ante-war prices—almost the
only thing in the market that could be bought at rates unad-
justed to meet the enhanced cost to the seller. In fact, they
were too cheap, and too freely put out by companies and agents,
to be of much intrinsic value to the public. The hitherto strong
companies were rapidly becoming too weak to protect these
redundant policies, and it was plainly for the interest of society
that something should be done to strengthen their hands.

The Stand taken and League formed.

At this crisis the honest representatives of insurance were
impelled to take a defensive stand, not only by the instinct of
self-preservation, but from high considerations of public policy.
These considerations imperatively demanded of them a com-
bined effort to rescue their business from the abyss oi disaster
and demoralization into which it had fallen. Hence, they
entered into a league for mutual protection and improvement.

They proposed not only to place this business upon a sound
financial and reasonably remunerative basis, for the common
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safety of insurer and insured, but also to inaugurate such
reforms as should secure a greater degree of efficiency and
economy in all its details. They desired to make it more equi-
table in all its bearings, and certain in its results; and, in a
word, by combining the knowledge, experience and efforts of
all, to develop the fully matured fruits of the insurance sys-
tem, at the lowest possible cost to the public.*

Leading Objects of the Organization

The specific objects and reforms aimed at by the National
Board of Eire Underwriters, organized July 19, 1866, (and
to aid in carrying out which purposes the co-operative local
boards have been formed,} may be briefly stated as follows-

1. To establish uniform rates of premium, based upon an
intelligent and discriminating classification of risks, and also
to secure uniform and just legislation as applied to the local
insurance policy of the several States.

2. To repress incendiarism, and reform abuses in regard to
over-insurance, the premature settlement of claims, the dan-

* The following authoritative endorsements of this organization are found in the
official reports emanating from the Insurance Departments of the State of New York and
the State of Massachusetts: —

Superintendent Barnes, in his ninth annual report (for 1868) to the legislature of New
York, makes the following significant statement:—

“ It is but due to the National Board of Fire Underwriters fairly and fully to acknowl-
edge that their organization was not inspired by a desire for monopoly, or a disposition
to weaken or destroy the great commercial and industrial interests of the country. The
measures adoptedfor an increase of rates had become simply a matter of self-preservation
of the companies—primarily, for the stockholders—ultimately,/or the public good. The
only just criticism which can be made upon their action, is in reference to the correct and
true adjustment of rates, as between different classes of hazard. A detached dwelling
or farmhouse, occupied by a careful owner, ought not to pay for the losses of theatres or
saloons, powder houses or petroleum refineries.”

Commissioner Sanford, in the thirteenth annual report (for 1808) submitted to the
legislature of Massachusetts, remarks as follows:

“Any one who reads the able discussions and reports of the experiencedand intelligent
gentlemen who compose the National Board of Fire Underwriters, will be convinced
that no one understands better than they the principles which underlie a sound and
healthy system of insurance, and will, perhaps, conclude that they are quite as ready to
introduce reforms as the public to adopt them . The importance of the collection of sys-
tematic statistics on fire and marine insurance, so that some approach maybe made to the
scientific basis on which life insurance rests; the evils of full or over-insurance, andol
the hasty adjustment and payment of losses, as an encouragement to criminal careless-
ness or positive fraud, are enforced with an eloquence and convincing logic which leave
little to be said.”
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serous construction of buildings, and the exorbitant comma
dons paid to agents and brokers.

3. To ascertain, as nearly as practicable, the precise cost of
insurance policies written on the different classes of risks, so
that each may stand upon its own merits, and that every dol-
lar’s worth of property insured shall be made to bear its due
proportion of assessment, and no more; also, to reduce the cost
of insurance to the public by a systematic effort to reduce its
hazards, rather than by seeking to advance the rates so as to
cover them.

4. To collect and disseminate valuable information upon
the subject of fire insurance, in order to approximate the busi-
ness, as nearly as possible, to the principles of an exact science ;

law of average which underlies
3S, and upon the proper applica-
nts of all honest underwriting

also, to develop the immutabh
the management of this busin
tion of which the successful r<
depend ; and

5. To that end, to establish a ance statistics
managed by experts, whose function it shall be not merely to
frame theories, but to gather up and record those substantial
facts, practical results, and actual experiences, from a compar-
ison of which correct generalizations may bo drawn. The
information thus to be collected and brought to bear upon the
lubject has hitherto been lost to the world, for the want of just
inch an organization as this National Board and its local auxil-

iaries have furnished

Local Insurance Companies and Broker:

confine their business to the
and the vicinity ; and if they
to a limited extent. But on

lyOur local companies usua
cities in which they are locate l

lyemploy agents at all, it i
account of the ruinous practice of foreign companies in out

bidding each other for business, by the payment of fifteen to

twenty per cent, commissions to agents, the local companies, as
measure, are obliged to take risks through

brokers. These have become alarmingly numerous within a
ave greatly increased the cost of insurance, all

lew
aid ultimately by the assured.
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es and AgentsAgency Compan

in his Report just published,
issachusetts by the outside fire

The Insurance Commissioner,
says :

“ The business done in M
and marine agencies during the
was about $250,000,000 of pro

year ending October 31, 1868,
ierty insured.” He also says,

xpel the outside companies, if
iminating legislation.” It has
ents are the men who make the

“ It would be very unwise to
we could, by any harsh or disc
also been well said that “ the a
agency companies what they are : and that for intelligence

rgy, honesty and acquaintance with insurance laws and
iness, the better class of them are fully peers of the home

office corps.” We must continue to have agents, and they
must be paid for their services.

Abuses op the Brokerage System.

But why load down the business, already overburdened with
taxes and charges, with the additional expense of a broker,
who receives, in most cases, ten per cent, of the entire pre-
mium ? If any one wishes to employ a broker, why should he
not be paid by his principal, as in other business ? It cannot
be denied that the payment of exorbitant commissions has
multiplied brokers to an extent that has brought discredit, sus-
picion and prejudice upon the insurance interests of the
country.

Insurance brokerage has risen from the enormous charge of
ten per cent, of the premium, to the payment, by many compa-
nies in the country, of fifteen per cent.; while others, more
reckless, pay twenty per cent., or one-fifth of the entire pre-
mium ! These commissions amount to millions per annum, all
of which might bo saved if the customer would meet the agent,
or the officer of the company, face to face. Besides this vast
saving of expense, are there not great and obvious advantage
in dealing directly with the assured ?

It seems to your Committee, that the national and local
boards aim to, and will, if not interfered with, eliminate this
great evil of excessive commissions, and also eventually, that
of brokerage—except in cases of very large amounts, where
the assured will employ and pay his own broker.
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Progress under the New Dispensation
This association of insurance skill, though not yet three

years in existence, has already made great progress towards
the attainment of those beneficent objects set forth in its decla-
ration of principles. If not thwarted by crude and unfriendly
legislation, in its design of securing the co-operation of local
boards throughout the country, it will doubtless succeed in
rooting out the vicious and more costly elements of the system,
thus largely increasing the benefits of insurance. The legis-
lature of Massachusetts, or of any other State, in undertaking
to break up these local organizations, would not only arrest the
progress of salutary reforms, and impair an important source
of public revenue, but would also deal a severe blow to the
material interests of its constituents, by driving insurance capi-
tal and business out of the State. Such a course, so far as this
Commonwealth is concerned, with fire insurance constitutin
so important a branch of the business of its principal cities,
would be simply suicidal—-a species of conservatism not only
checking all healthful progress, but destroying the fruit of past
efforts to attain efficiency.

Restorative Influences Developed.

This association, in its present reformatory attitude, promises
to become a valuable ally both of public virtue and of corporate
integrity and morality. It is made up principally of those
strong companies which can afford to deal fairly with the pub-
lic, that are generally content with moderate profits, and have
a direct interest in guarding the rights and welfare of property
holders. Justice to the latter has compelled them, in some
cases, to advance the premium rates upon the more hazardous
class of risks, in order to make a fair division of the cost of
insurance ; but on dwelling-houses, furniture, and merchandise
in store, under ordinary conditions of safety, it seems they
have not materially increased the percentage.

The Local Board no Monopoly.

Nor is it apparent to the Committee that this association
presents any of the distinctive features of a monopoly. It cer-

tainly docs not stand in the way of the freest legitimate compc-
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many Massachusetts fire insur-
the number now included in
results of the business of its
the public, its rates are found

tition, since there are twice as
ance companies outside of it, as
its organization. If, with the
members annually spread before
to be unnecessarily high, and to yield too large a profit, they
cannot possibly stand in the face of this outside competition.
In that case, counter combinations will bo formed on the part
of the public, which will not fail to set the matter right, even
in the absence of restraining legislation.

The Charge of I
s complaint made against it, of
s gains, and exact unreasonable

, is mere senseless clamor, unsup-
act. We can see for ourselves,

But we have found that thi
combining to pile up enormou
rates from the insuring public
ported by any foundation of f
by reference to incontrovertible facts and figures, that the board
rates of insurance, as a whole, will not bear any reduction for
the present, and that the net returns yielded by them are very
moderate.

The advanced scale of premiums, on some classes of risks,
was not properly the result of this association, but of pre-exist-
ing causes ; and these causes would have brought about such a
result, sooner or later, even if these various boards had never
been organized. Either this would have taken place, in the face
and eyes of cheap competition, or most of the insurance com-
panies throughout the country, that had anything to lose,—-if
nothing more than individual reputation and self-respect,—
would have finally retired from the businei

The Association Voluntary and not Aggressive

It is not in evidence that this organization has any of the
characteristics of an aggressive combination. So far as we can
see, it proposes to do nothing by exerting an undue influence
over the conduct of others. It resorts to no proscription or
compulsion to accomplish its ends ; and herein it presents a
broad distinction from those labor combinations which often
employ brute force and intimidation to compel recusants and
dissenters to join in their “ strikes.” This is merely a volun-
tary association ; a simple agreement among certain parties to

STOBTION UnFOUNDEI
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conduct their business according to a certain uniform method
—one which they honestly believe to be essential to the security
of their policy-holders.

No pressure or persecution is brought to bear upon outside
companies to induce them to enter this association, or to coerce
them into unwilling co-operation in its plans. The public, who
wish to insure their property, are left equally free in their
choice of underwriters, and are perfectly at liberty to exercise
the largest discretion as to whether they shall patronize mem-
bers of these local boards or not. If there are any who want
cheap insurance, at lower rates than the members of these
boards deem it prudent to concede, plenty of agents and brokers
can at all times be found ready to accommodate them, provided
they are not over-nice as regards the question of security and
indemnity.

Further Considerations in behalf of the Co-operative
System

Hence it does not appear to your Committee, from the evi-
dence presented, that there is a combination of insurance com-
panies detrimental to the public interests. On the contrary, the
fact seems to be established, that there is simply a combination
of common sense, common information and experience among
them, for the common good—a combination to preserve the
solvency of fire underwriters for the sake of their policy-holders,
and ultimately to reduce the cost of insurance to the public, by
perfecting the tables upon which their tariffs are based, and
reforming the abuses of the brokerage system. The experience
of the leading underwriters of the country, derived from a care-
ful consideration of profits and losses in recurring periods of
prosperity and adversity, as we have seen, has led to the inau-
guration of the movement; and in these aims it would seem to
merit the approval, rather than the condemnation, of the State
government.

It is true that competition is the great regulator of prices;
but, in insurance, competition is local, while the statistics upon
which insurance is based must be drawn from a wide field. If
the average rates are too high, there will be an increase in the

number of companies, and thus the protection of competition is
afforded. This fact is so well known to existing companies,

3
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that, in order to retain the business of the country, it is for
their interest to insure at fair rates.

Another great advantage afforded by a uniform tariff is, that
persons having property to insure can secure the minimum
rates by applying directly to the companies or the agents, and
thus the large sums which have heretofore been paid to brokers,
out of the premiums, can be saved to the insured.

There is, also, another consideration worthy of mention, viz.,
that if stock companies are inclined to combine upon too high
rates of insurance, the community will always have relief
through the agency of mutual insurance companies. But
experience shows that only those mutual companies succeed
which charge rates equally high with those of stock companies,
or insure only certain classes of property ; and the tendency, of
late years, has been towards stock companies, which would not
be the case if mutual companies furnished equal security at
better rates.

Legal Restraints Inoperative.

Experience has abundantly proved that market values and
rates cannot be controlled by legislative enactments. Congress
may fix the price of gold; but the laws of trade, which Con
gress cannot control, will determine its daily value. Suppose
the legislature attempts to control the rates of insurance, by
passing an act to prevent the companies from establishing a
uniform tariff; how will such an act be enforced ? If by the
legislature, then its committees must sit as a court, whenever
any complaint against any company is preferred. If, on the
other hand, it is left to the courts to enforce such a law, there
must be an unlawful combination on the part of the companies,
such as would amount to a conspiracy, before the courts could
have any offence to consider ; and then, after the offence is
made out, how will courts punish corporations ? If by fines,
the corporations can increase their tariffs, and the individual
whom you seek to protect, will pay an increased, rather than a
diminished, rate of insurance. If the punishment, on the other
hand, be by a repeal of the charter of the companies, then the
legislature will have given to an inferior tribunal, of its own
creation, the power to control or nullify its own special acts.
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A combination, amounting to a monopoly, can only effect
lasting injury, where it has secured permanent control; but no
combination of existing insurance companies can secure perma-
nent control of the business of insurance, since the legislature
can annually charter new corporations. Any act of the legisla-
ture which stops-short of fixing a schedule or tariff of rates of
insurance, will not afford the desired relief; and when the
legislature undertakes to fix the rates of insurance by an abso-
lute tariff, it may as well attempt to regulate the price of corn,
the rates of foreign exchange, or the number of fires which may
legally occur in the Commonwealth in a year.

A National Insurance Bureau the Result of Proscriptive
Legislation.

Unwise State legislation would doubtless have the effect to
precipitate the reorganization of all the insurance companies in
the country underFederal authority and supervision, and place
them in the same category with our national banks. In that
case, the State governments will not only cease to control the
operations of these companies, and surrender the special deposits
made with some of them, but they will lose a vast amount of
local revenue now derived from licenses, taxes and fees exacted
under the different forms of State legislation.*

The establishment of a National Bureau of Insurance, as a
branch of the treasury department, has been long contemplated,
and a bill to that effect was last year introduced in the United
States Senate, and referred to the Committee on Commerce.
The necessity for such a consolidation of the insurance interest,
in the absence of association, seems to be quite obvious, and it
is to be found in the conflicting and incongruous laws of the
several States, relating to the business of insurance, and

discriminate in favor of homeintended, in most cases, to

capital.

* The taxes paid by the Massachusetts Stock Insurance Companies to the State Treas-

nrr*r List vear were as follows, viz.:urer last you.
... $119,198 99

Tax on shares,
Tax on premiums, J_

$211,812 13

By Foreign Insurance Companies, as per Commissioner's Report, . . 73,271 55

5285,083 68
Total, *
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The results of this confusion of codes are, to prevent uni-
formity in rates; to increase the difficulties in the way of de-
termining the law of average; to restrict the operations of
insurance capital within narrow limits ; to subject agency com-
panies to endless perplexities, hardships and persecutions; and,
hence, to provoke retaliatory legislation and vexatious rulings
under the statutes. The National Board of Underwriters, if
left free to carry out its plan for securing reciprocity and coop-
eration among the companies and legislatures of different States,
would do much to correct these evils, and to obviate the neces-
sity of a National Insurance Department, superseding local
goveniment and responsibility.

Legislative Interference Dangerous and Unconstitutional
Moreover, your Committee cannot wink out of sight the grave

question which arises in this connection, as to the constitutional
power and moral right of the legislature to interfere in this
matter of business associations. For it to do so in this case,—
which has nothing peculiar in its aspects to demand such inter-
ference,—they believe would be to establish a dangerous pre-
cedent—one that would open the door to unlimited abuses of
legislative power and endless encroachments upon individual
rights.

Not to dwell upon the well-known futility of all legislation
designed to substitute an arbitrary code for the natural laws of
commerce, or to regulate prices in the interest of either buyer
or seller, an entrance upon this path may lead us into deplorable
extremes of folly and outrage. If we undertake to break up
this purely business combination, where shall we stop ? This
and every other civilized country is full of just such combina-
tions ; they are found in every branch and ramification of the
manufacturing industries and commercial pursuits of the people.
We have them formed in the interest of the producer, the con-
sumer and the distributor of commodities.

We need not cite illustrations of this cooperative system,
since they are on every hand ; and we are neither prepared to
say that these combinations of skill, intelligence and capital
are detrimental to the public, nor to enter upon a crusade
against them. It would not be public policy for us to do so,
even if there were no constitutional limits to legislative
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authority. Supposing it were possible for the State govern-
ment to suppress formal trade combinations, yet there is no
human power, inside or outside the laws, which can prevent
any class or number of business men from coming together for
consultation and making an agreement to be governed by certain
rules of conduct for their common benefit.

The Beneficent Principle of Association in its various
Combinations.

The principle of association is as old as society and govern-
ment, and equally beneficent in its results when applied to other
human institutions. It is the vital, energizing principle of
modern civilization and progress, and it lies at the foundation
of every great moral and material enterprise. The highest
achievements of man, in all ages, have only been made possible
through this cooperative force. Union is not only strength,
but it is wisdom and benevolence. Combination is but another
name for that great law of nature which brings men, com-
munities and States together, establishes fraternal relations
between them, and inspires them with common and noble aims.

In that non-aggressive form through which combination has
secured to society the best fruits of skill and enterprise in all
departments of commerce, industry and art, it should be the
aim of legislation to encourage rather than repress it. We
have seen it vindicated in its daily application to nearly all the
business pursuits of life, and the great material interests of the
country. Why should we object to it, or give it a sinister inter-
pretation, when invoked as an ally of insurance ?

Your Committee are therefore of the opinion that legislation
upon the subject is inexpedient.

Eor the Committee,

SAMUEL D. CRANE, Chairman.




